Senate passes budget despite protests

SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Senate passed the 1999-2000 Activity and Service Fee Budget on April 29 with a vote of 20-7.

Several changes were unsuccessfully requested to the budget before it was passed. Among those requests was transferring $4,000 from future WebDevelopers to Volunteer UCF.

The budget was voted on initially 25-6. The bill was then reconsidered in an attempt to answer questions that had been raised. Some of those questions included the misrepresentation of requests made on the budget and why Greek Council is still zero-budgeted.

There have been questions raised about non-registered organizations receiving funding from the budget.

In the '98-'99 Golden Roll Handbook under Student Activities, registered organizations may receive operating and programming funds from

"It should have waited a week...it was the first time that most senators really looked and dealt with this."

—Senator Jay Walker

Student Government through an application process. Through memos and during a meeting on April 8, the Office of Student Activities, Student Government, and members of the administration discussed this issue.

A memo to Dr. Craig Ullom, the associate vice president for Campus Life, by Associate Director of Student Activities Meg Dutnell, said that 21 of the student organizations that requested funding and are recommended to receive it are not registered.

Out of these 21 student organizations, 11 are eligible to request funds because they were registered by the deadline of January 14. However, those remaining are not eligible to receive funding until their registration status changes. The memo also pointed out that 12 of the student organizations on the budget are also QUESTIONS, Page 5

Patton/Cupicha sworn in

SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

On May 7, Darin Patton and Andrew Cupicha were sworn in as Student Government president and vice president.

The swearing in was done following a Judicial Council hearing concerning a complaint made against the ticket by former presidential candidates Jaime Halascen. The Council did not find sufficient evidence to uphold the complaint. The swearing in took place at the SG office with Justice Chad Hart swearing them in. About 15 people were at the ceremony including staff, students, and other justices.

Patton said they are glad to finally be in office and are ready to get to work.

"I'm ready to get started to do the things that need to get done," Patton said. "I'm sorry to the students that I've had to go through these past few months. We're here now and ready to do business."

Cupicha and Patton are currently taking applications for positions on their cabinet.

Police efforts curbing campus vandalism and petty theft

ELAINE LEBLANC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

UCF’s Orlando campus has low rates of vandalism and petty theft compared to other Florida campuses, according to the FBI’s Uniform Crime Report.

The annual publication prints the number of reported offenses of most state colleges and universities in the United States. The most recent issue (covering 1997) listed only 211 incidents of theft at UCF. By comparison, the University of Florida reported 1,014 thefts. Also, Florida State University’s Tallahassee campus reported 649 thefts.

Many factors such as location and student population can contribute to crime on a campus, according to Sgt. Tom Gorbas, UCF’s Crime Prevention coordinator. "You can’t just look at these statistics and assume UCP is doing a better job of preventing crime," Gorbas said. "For example, of course in Miami crime rates are
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Knight’s Krossing hopes new management helps

TODD MCFLICKER
STAFF WRITER

Residents of the Knight’s Krossing off-campus apartment complexes, located across the street from the main UCF campus, have been complaining about severe problems within the development since last fall semester. Residents are complaining about everything from the lack of parking to improper medical treatment from the staff.

The complex was recently taken over by the management of College Park. There are three different phases to the development, but “they are all very similar,” said Jennifer Brust, recently transferred property manager for Knight’s Krossing of College Park Communities.

The community was designed as three phases, each with one area of focus: Knight’s Krossing Phase 3 is the leasing office. Phase 1 handles resident services, while Phase 2 is made up of extraneous offices.

College Park is a national company with years of experience in student housing. It is also known to have a vast amount of resources available for resident disposal.

Residents say that one of the nice things about living in Knight’s Krossing is that there is never a problem meeting new people. It is also very convenient having one bill covering every resident’s rent, cable, electricity, and air conditioning. Not to mention, each apartment is fully furnished and there is access to an exercise room, pool, and computer lab.

However, there are also serious resident complaints about the apartment complex.

"What we need is for people to communicate their concern to us so that we may react to them," Brust said. The main problem with Knight’s Krossing most people tend to think of is the parking spaces, or lack thereof.

With far more residents and guests...
How safe are Florida’s universities?

MARIA CHANDLER
STAFF WRITER

Of Florida’s five major universities, the University of Florida has the lowest number of students per certified police officer for 1999, 460-to-1. UCF has 750 students to every police officer.

The five universities include UF, UCF, Florida Atlantic University (FAU), the Florida University (FSU). Of the five, UF has the largest student population at 40,000 and the largest officer enrollment at 87. UCF has 30,000 students and 40 police officers.

According to the spokesman for UF’s police department, Stacy Badas, UF is the only university with a decreasing crime rate.

This is a big change from the university just nine years ago when five students were murdered.

If a similar situation were to happen today at any of the five universities, all but one have plans in place to deal with the situation.

When the murders occurred in Gainesville, police officers from other universities aided UF.

Sgt. Tom Gorbas, crime prevention unit coordinator at UCF, said officers from other universities in the state were rotated on shifts around the clock. Area police departments also lent officers to the investigation. The same would happen today if a murder occurred.

Though safety has increased at UF, it has not at other universities. Both UCF and FAU have seen increases in the number of stalking cases.

Lt. Chuck Aurin at FAU attributes this rise to a change in the stalking laws of the state. He said that the fear has been eliminated from the law and the number of stalking cases has risen consequently.

Aurin gave an example. There was a student at FAU who was following one of the professors. Aurin said the student wrote the professor letters saying she wanted to have children with him. She also sent him pictures of her. Aurin said the situation escalated when during a class, the student unplugged a projector the professor was using. When he went over to see what was wrong, the student was standing naked by the outlet. But because the professor did not fear the student, the case was not considered a stalking case. But now that the law has been changed, it would be classified as one.

UF has seen a rise in the number of thefts. According to crime statistics, motor vehicle theft at the Tampa campus increased from 1996 to 1997, as well as at the Sarasota and St. Petersburg campuses.

Despite this, violent crimes decreased at the university between 1996 and 1997, according to Major Pat Johnson at USF.

Each of the five universities has crime prevention programs. One of the programs present at all the schools is a nightly escort service. The service is run differently at each school.

All of the escort services, except for UCF’s, are funded through the universities’ student governments. UCF’s escort service, called SEPS, is funded by Student Government, according to Gorbas.

However, a past president found a law that stated that funding was not allowed. Since then, UCF Police Department has funded SEPS.

At FSU, the police department will make exceptions for anyone needing assistance. FAU has made police advisors available to help students.

Some of the universities have security guards to assist students.

UF has senior security guards who will walk students to their cars. The guards and USF’s “Safetask,” the escort patrol service, train together.

Despite the added guards, USF ranked top among the five universities in rape cases.

In 1997, USF reported three rape cases. Considering that not all rapes are reported, the percentage of rapes was .09 for the university as compared with .55 for FAU in 1997. Both USF and FAU are commuter schools. UCF; another commuter university, reported zero rapes in 1997; UF had a .6 rape percentage for 1997; and FSU reported no rapes for that year.

Although there is no significant reduction in crime at the five universities, there have been no murders reported at any of the universities besides those at UF in 1990.
Commuter status helps keep crime rates down
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going to be through the roof. At UCF, we’re in a much safer area.”

According to the Crime Report, UCF has a student enrollment of about 25,000.

However, Gorbas says this can be misleading.

“Even when looking at schools with about the same number of students as UCF, you should keep in mind that a substantial percentage of students here are commuters,” he said. “Usually, the more people you have living on campus, the more crime you are going to see.”

In his 1998 report, Gorbas said petty theft and vandalism are major problems at UCF. Petty theft, also called larceny, is a misdemeanor charge if the value of stolen goods is less than $300.

If the value is $300 or more, the charge becomes grand theft, a felony.

“Pretty easy to get a felony these days,” Gorbas said. “If you steal someone’s backpack and they have a couple of textbooks and a graphing calculator, it’s probably going to add up to more than $300. That’s why petty theft is pretty rare.”

Some institutions on campus have experienced petty theft, but do not always report it.

“Currently, we’re having some problems with people’s textbooks being stolen while they’re away from their tables, but very few people have filed reports,” Senior Library Technical Assistant Gary Shiffraz said. “Signs are posted throughout the library warning students not to leave their personal belongings unattended.”

Bicycle racks are also a prime source of theft, according to Gorbas. In attempts to curb bike theft, UCFPD engravings and registrars bikes free of charge. This also makes it easier to identify stolen property.

“I had my bike on a rack, but someone broke the lock and stole it,” senior Josh Rich said. “Luckily, I had a lot of unique stickers and a personalized blue seat cover so it was hard to miss. One day, I was walking by Lake Hall and I saw my bike on the rack out front. It took over a year to show up, but I finally got my bike back.”

Vandalism, now called criminal mischief by contemporary law, is defined by Florida statute 806.13 as “willfully and maliciously injuring or damaging any real or personal property belonging to another.”

At UCF, vandalism rates have steadily declined. In 1996, 82 incidents were reported, 69 in 1997 and 62 in 1998.

According to Gorbas, scratching parked cars with keys is the most common act of criminal mischief at UCF. Also, many students scratch their initials into wet cement, which is usually a misdemeanor charge.

“We caught a student putting his name in the new sidewalk and arrested him with a misdemeanor,” Gorbas said. “But it turns out, UCF requires approval of every new sidewalk before they will pay the company. And UCF did not approve this sidewalk. The cost to replace it was $30,000, so the student’s charge was upgraded to a felony.”

Criminal mischief has been significant in housing on campus.

“I lived in the dorms for three years and the little pranks the residents would pull were unreal,” senior Chad Schneider said. “Someone shoe-polished Greek letters on the side of Orange Hall and you can still see it today.”

Junior Todd Tippin agreed.

“Last year when I lived in Seminole Hall, someone tried to call me from the call box outside, but it was missing. It turns out someone stole it right out of the brick wall!”

Junior Beth Schlossnagle said: “When I lived in the dorms last year, I went outside one morning and there was a pair of underwear hanging from a tree and they were actually on fire! Another day, a UCF Knightro doll was nailed to the tree in a crus­cifiction style.”

In the fall of 1998, UCF Housing delivered stricter warnings, implemented fines and established night patrols. These patrols were Resident Assistants and Resident Hall Auxiliary Patrols who sat hourly shifts to guard the freshly poured cement surrounding the dorms.

Resident Assistant for Seminole Hall, Amber Beaverson, said: “The worst thing we’ve seen this year is someone keeps spitting on one of the RA’s bulletin boards. But compared to the heinous vandalism of the past, this is nothing. The preventative measures we’ve taken have definitely been effective.”

Locos is your NHL and NBA playoff headquarters!

Friday: BBQ Pork Lunch Day
Sandwich, Fries & Drink – $4.99

Jumbo T-GO Soda – 99¢
Jumbo 20 oz Coffee – 99¢

Monday: Join us for
WWF & NWO Wrestling!
on the Big Screen!

Locos opens at
8:30 am for breakfast
during the summer!

Locos opens at your NHL and NBA playoff headquarters!

Book your catering for graduation now!!

Call 282-1900

Open Daily from 8:30 am – midnight

282-1900 • Fax 282-1905 • Located in the UCF Student Union
Parking, safety primary concerns
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vehicles than resources for, there is no way Knight's Krossing can avoid towing untagged vehicles from their lots. A serious topic of concern is the lack of guest parking. Guest cars that are parked in residents' spots are towed regularly by the management.

"All towings in Knight's Krossing are video taped," Brust said. "So, if anyone ever has a discrepancy because they were towed while in a Visitor Parking spot, they can just come into the office. There has not been anybody who was not reimbursed once a mistake was brought to our attention."

Residents say that the guest parking signs are hard to notice and that the designated lots fill up quickly in the evenings.

Accounting major Jennifer Steinberg complained about an incident that happened to one of her guests.

"My friend's car got towed when he went to study. Apparently, there is no visitor parking. At least there are no signs for any visitor parking," she said.

Residents of Knight's Krossing are concerned for their personal safety inside the development. A new plan has been implemented between Knight's Krossing and the Sheriff's Department. The department will provide deputy sheriffs on the property seven nights a week. There were over 800 responses to the three phases of Knight's Krossing from January 1998 to January 1999.

"That's a lot of calls for one apartment complex," said Captain Rudy Vinas of the sheriff's office.

In addition to OCSO deputies, Knight's Krossing management has hired private security to patrol the grounds.

But some residents don't see the added security as a good thing.

"The Knight's Krossing security harassed and threatened my roommate and boyfriend for carrying a closed case of beer to their apartment," said Amy Greatorex, a psychology major. "The security was not Orlando PD and they took our beer."

Drew, a music major, agreed with Greatorex that the security is sometimes overzealous.

"It gets to be an annoyance when you see people over 21 being harassed, handcuffed, and even arrested for walking around the sidewalk carrying an unopened or opened container of alcohol," he said.

Brust said it is not the police department's job to harass or to give residents a difficult time.

"We have had the community at large concerned about the noise coming from the Knight's Krossing property," she said.

Some of the complex's female residents are wondering about their privacy.

"I got out of the shower and had a strong feeling someone was watching me," said sophomore Heather Petrone. "Sure enough, there was. I called the cops and they hid in the bushes until he came back the third time and the cops arrested him.

"The next day I got a letter from Knight's Krossing that stated I had been ejected for violating the leasing agreement. Instead of the parking being arrested, the office thought my roommate and I were arrested," she said.

Petrone said she sometimes feels uneasy at the complex.

"After that situation, a few weeks later, I had someone tap at my window. Again, I called the cops. This time they didn't catch him, but they stated there were calls about a man walking around the complex, masturbating. It makes me feel uncomfortable to think I could encounter something like that coming home late at night."

Vinas said he and the complex are working together to educate residents.

"We are trying through a lot of ways to implement a workable solution to ongoing and persistent problems. We want to make Knight's Krossing a better complex, where people can go on enjoying themselves," he said.

Residents are complaining about being passed around between Knight's Krossing management offices.

"After weeks of my son and his roommates complaining, I called the Knight's Krossing office about the broken air conditioning," Penny Baker said. "I talked to a girl who was extremely nice and polite. She assured me it would be looked after. The air conditioning was fixed the next day.

However, Scott Baker said the air conditioner broke again twelve hours later.

"It's always been broken, but it's never been totally fixed," Scott Baker said.

Residents are hoping that the development's problems will be solved with the arrival of College Park management. The new management has said it is dedicated to making necessary changes.

Residents too are hopeful the new management will deal with the complaints.

"We are supposed to be their guests," said an 18-year-old resident of Phase I. "The new management has been much better in the customer service area."
Questions raised over budget's club allocations
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not eligible because they are non-student organizations.

The chair of the Organizations Appropriations and Finance Committee (O.A.F.,)

David Siegel, said this is the first year this has become an issue.

“As a general practice, we want all clubs and organizations to be registered,” Siegel said.

“However, in the past, we have accepted non-registered clubs and organizations on the budget.

We have agreed that all organizations that are listed on this year’s budget must be chartered, registered-current by July 1, 1999.”

The amount in the budget allocated for these non-registered clubs is about $100,000.

The proposed budget did change slightly before passing. The Homecoming Fund was given $5,000 more, for a total of $20,000. O.P.S.

saw the SG Computer Lab (located in the Student Union) about $20,000 more, bringing the total to $45,000, and Video Productions of Campus Activities was given its full request.

Senator Bob Williams said it was these changes that convinced him to vote for the budget. Williams added though that the budget still needs a lot of work.

“I was happy to see increases made to certain clubs and organizations on the budget,” Williams said, “but I also wished to see funding increased for more of the clubs and organizations. We should have enough in Senate to cover other requests.”

Other senators were not as impressed with the budget and believed it was not fair to everybody.

“More money was allocated to some organizations or groups,” said Arts & Sciences Senator Joy Walker. “I don’t think that’s fair. The money should have been proportioned better than what it was.”

Walker said that pushing the budget through two readings on the same night was not fair to all the senators voting.

“It should have waited a week like we usually pass a bill through,” she said. “It was the first time that most senators really looked and dealt with the actual budget.”

Troy Gould, Engineering senator, believes the budget is not a representation of everyone on Senate.

“I think that the budget was a reflection of a few select senators’ points of view,” Gould said. “There were clubs on there that didn’t deserve money like other organizations such as Volunteer UCF that would’ve put the money to good use.”

Of all the colleges requesting funds, the College of Engineering requested and received the most. Engineering made 29 requests totaling $378,851. The four other colleges combined made 31 requests totaling $344,780. Engineering was funded $179,750, while the combined funding for the remaining four colleges was $168,033.

The budget was signed by then Student Body President Jason Murphy on May 3. It was sent to Dr. Tom Huddleston, interim vice president for Student Development and Enrollment Services, where it is still today. Huddleston has 21 days to either veto the entire budget or sign it.

If he vetoes the budget, it will come back to Senate to be considered for changes. It will then be sent to the president of the university, John Hitt, for his signature. He may line item veto parts of it or sign the budget as it is.

The budget goes into effect, with all changes, if the signatures are there on July 1. Clubs can request money starting that day if they are still referred to Senate.
Do you dream in 128 bits?

**Video Gaming**

 Sega has done it again, and starting next fall you might as well put your state-of-the-art, brand-new video game console in the attic along with the other old toys.

Dreamcast, Sega’s powerful new video gaming machine, is set to be released in American soil in mid-September after making a lot of noise when it was introduced to the ever-competitive Japanese market last November. The new video game is already selling nearly thousands of titles available today even if they own a PC-based version of the same game. The game console is also very innovative, sporting new controllers that work with a detachable 128KB memory card called VMS, short for Visual Memory System. The card has its own LCD display, sound source and button pads, looking more like a modern version of the old-time Game Boy. The new standalone memory card will be able to be hooked up to upcoming arcade machines produced by Sega through a special slot. According to Rolling Stone magazine, “You’ll be able to sit at home and devise plays for a sports game or train a killer Virtua Fighter character, then carry your creation to the arcade and take on your friends.”

On the more technical hardware side Dreamcast comes fully loaded with a 200MHz Hitachi SH-4 chip, 16MB of RAM, 8MB of video memory and 2MB of sound. The new console has a specially designed Yamaha sound card with 64 channels of pure 3D digital stereo sound, against only 24 channels for Sony’s PlayStation and Nintendo 64. The dedicated 3D video card can also handle 3 million polygons per second and displays up to 16.77 million colors, translating into realistic game environments and a much faster gaming experience than its predecessors. Sega also throws a whopping 1 Gbyte of data storage and a fast 12X speed CD-ROM drive that should basically any hardcore gamer out there, at least for now.

To good to be true? Yep, you’re right. Dreamcast was released in Japan with only a half a dozen game titles, and if you don’t dig fighting or car racing games, you’re completely out of luck this time. What makes the Japanese game console market so unique, is that most Asian consumers will not demand new games. The average Japanese teen plays the same game over and over, not forcing developers to come up with new titles. But in the U.S the name of the game is “variety” and Dreamcast would not stand a chance against nearly thousands of titles available today for both Nintendo 64 and PlayStation.

Dreamcast will probably bit American shores next semester with a prohibitive price tag on its box, but also with built-in features that will make the already 4-year-old Sony PlayStation or even the now popular Nintendo 64 both look much more like that dusty Atari 2600 console that you forgot in the attic years ago.
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**The PC Weenies**
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**FULL TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT**
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**Jefferson Arbour Apartments**
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Orlando, Fl
All Sheryl Crow wants is to be satisfied

BRIAN MCCOLLUM
KNIGHT RIDDER

In rock 'n' roll, as in junior high, where you sit on the bus means a great deal.

Sheryl Crow has a really great deal:
After years of hanging in the back, where all the cool kids lurk, she's moved to the front.

And that's led to a refreshingly satisfying comfort level, on stage and off.

By lying low for much of 1998, and moving to New York for a based romance, probbed her to leave Los Angeles, Crow says she's enjoying her career, and her life, more than ever.

But in spite of, or maybe because of, multiple Grammy awards and millions of albums sold, Crow is notoriously press-shy. In a voice touched with just a dab of Southern honey, she speaks in comfortable but measured tones, her words chosen carefully, her sentences structured with a precision you don't always expect from a rock star.

Celebrity Profile

Maybe it's her Missouri roots, her schoolteacher past.
Or maybe it's her own media experience — feeling burned when former band members began stripping about her talents; when an old, unreleased record of fight pop was unveiled by snickering bootleggers; when an ex-boyfriend died of auterotic asphyxiation.

Pinning down the real Sheryl Crow can be a tricky task. Even for Sheryl Crow.

"I think it would be almost impossible for me to go out and really define who I am, when so much of my life and the way I conduct myself is up for scrutiny, debate and, finally, analysis," she says. "If I get my hair cut, there are going to be 1,000 different articles on Web sites, in newspapers, in magazines, analyzing what's going on in my personal life. It becomes crazy."

On her second album, Crow found her self-speaking through a wall of characters, constructing sharply sculpted images that blurred fictional narrative with reality.

Her protagonists were loaded on speed and hallucinations. They ached. They were loaded on speed and hallucinations. They ached.

"That album was really reactionary to what was going on around me, and those characters were people I kind of hid behind," she says of the self-produced record that spawned the hits "If It Makes You Happy" and "Everyday is a Winding Road."

"You know, the song "Sweet Rosalyn", about the stripper, that was so metaphorical for what was going on around me. I was, every day, basically being stopped in the press. I was really not popular at the time I was making that album. A lot of jokes were being written about me, and that's how I felt.

"So there was great safety in creating characters who could speak on my behalf."

Two years later, "The Globe Sessions" found Crow more relaxed, less defensive — and eager to stretch her playing skills, a versatility she brings to the stage, where she plays acoustic and electric guitar, bass and piano.

So which songs suit her best?

"A song like "If It Makes You Happy" is a great path that I try to live by...to not miss the things around me because I'm looking for something that might be better," Crow says. "Spiritually, a song like 'I Shall Believe' is pretty on the mark as far as how I see the world spiritually, and how I see my life in relation to a higher being... 'Strong Enough' has been very autobiographical."

She figures her best creative moments remain ahead of her.

The right place on the road for Crow isn't the only comfy spot Sheryl Crow has found.

"There are so many possibilities, being a musician, being somebody who plays a lot of instruments, being a songwriter, being a producer of sorts," she says. "There are so many avenues you can go down that sometimes you feel like there's not enough time to do all the things you want to do and have a life."

"Now I'm trying to at least conduct my life with a little more balance. But I like my job, and that's why I work hard at it."

---

Student Value Menu

Valid all the time for UCF students Delivery and Carryout!

$5.99

1 MEDIUM 1-TOPPING PIZZA & 2 COKES

ADD TOPPING 15 EACH

$6.99

1 LARGE 1-TOPPING PIZZA
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Thank you, Black Bean Manager.

Double Cheesy Bread. Salads. Freshly Baked Bread Sticks. Ice Cold Coke
Chuck Shepherd's
NEWS OF THE WEIRD

Lead Stories

According to an April Associated Press report, the University of Illinois managed to find women to fill all 15 laboratory positions in which the only job is to sniff pig manure. They work three hours a week at $315 an hour attempting to recognize certain chemical markers in the manure so that researchers can ascertain which foods are responsible for making pig manure so foul-smelling. The university sought only females because estrogen improves sensitivity to smells.

Guess Which One Ended the Relationship? In August, surveyors William Parker, 51, filed a lawsuit in Kingston County Court, southwest London, England, for about $30,000 to recover money he had spent on Helen Holdsworth during the years 1993-1996 when the two were lovers and produced a son. Included on Parker’s tab were such items as about $3 for a lock for Holdsworth’s bathroom door, $7 for an oil filter and $13 for motor oil.

The Agence France Presse news service reported that the official government newspaper of Baghdad, the Al-Thawra, played an April Fools’ Day joke on its readers, claiming on page one: “Good news: from today, bananas (2 pounds), Pepsi (a case), and chocolate (30 pieces) to be included in rations! Nevertheless in the newspaper, the editors explained their story to be a hoax, and that the monthly government food ration continues to be small amounts of tinned cheese, flour, rice, sugar, tea, cooking oil, powdered milk and salt.

Science Fair

Well-Put: After biologists announced in December that, for the first time, they had mapped out all of the DNA of a multicell animal (a microscopic nematode, with 19,099 genes), colleagues told The New York Times that the revelation had a profound effect on their ability to do the same someday for humans. Said the president of the National Academy of Sciences, “In the last 10 years, we have come to realize humans are more like worms than we ever imagined.”

Two researchers from the University of Vienna told the Japanese Psychological Society conference in February that vaginal pheromones appear to block men’s ability to distinguish beautiful women from plain ones. After men were given synthetic copulins, they judged plain women more attractive as opposed to beautiful women. (However, birth control pills appear to block the production of copulins.)

Life Imitates James Bond: In March, a joint urban-warfare exercise involving British Royal Marines and the U.S. Marines in Oakland, Calif., marked the first use of a small cannon that shoots DNA (genomes), colleagues told The New York Times, “It has to be true.”

In 1997, News of the Weird reported that a man who died of a rare form of cancer had left his brain to scientists for study. The man’s death was described as a “not guilty, not guilty” verdict.

In May, doctors described a woman who had given birth to a boy and a girl in her uterus, one month apart. They said the phenomenon was “great! They figured, ‘This means we’re doomed, so we... don’t need to quit smoking or (stop eating fatty foods).’”

Least Competent Police

Inmate Joshua Williams, 38, was released by jailers in Glade, Kan., in February after he sent them a fake fax announcing that a warrant against him had been dis­ missed. Among the fax’s misspellings that failed to alert jailers: “guilty,” “not guilty,” “not guilty.”

Crimes Few People Care About

Two 15-year-old boys, on a break from volun­ teer duty in a Winston-Salem, N.C., courthouse in March as part of a sentence for vandalizing a telephone booth, were captured on surveillance video tape urinating in a coffee pot used by lawyers, according to an Associated Press report. The coffee pot was left plugged in all night, creating a particularly pungent cocked-wing smell the next morning. Said one lawyer who often uses the coffee room, “(The boys) are going to have to pay (someone) from out of state to defend them on this one.”

Recurring Themes

In 1997, News of the Weird reported that a man on trial for attempted murder in Newark, Ontario, was released when the foreman cleared his throat before uttering the word “guilty,” caus­ing the judge to interpret the verdict as “not guilty.” (The defendant turned himself in three days later.) In April 1999, Alan Rushed was sentenced to two years in prison in Cardiff, Wales, when the jury foreman coughed during the “not portion of “not guilty,” causing the judge to believe the verdict was “guilty.” (A few minutes later, the jury returned to the courtroom to clear up the matter, and the defendant was released.)

Undignified Deaths

In Bucharest, Hungary, in March, Romanian professional soccer player Mario Bagranu and his girlfriend accidentally passed away from carbon monoxide poisoning in his car while having sex. And in New York City in March, software salesman Douglas R. Buckholz, 36, was pushed out a window to his death from the 13th floor of his office building during horseplay with a colleague celebrating a business success.

(Thank you, New York Times.)
Orlando Sentinel Communications is looking for Weekend Consumer Service Representatives. Our CSRs work 13-20 hours per week including 13 hours on the weekend and have the option of picking up one additional weekday schedule for a total of up to 20 hours. If you have the following qualifications, please inquire.

- Excellent communication skills
- Excellent telephone skills
- Ability to work 7am-2pm on Sat., and 8 am-2 pm on Sun.
- Flexibility to work extra hours as needed
- Familiarity with accounting terminology is a plus.

Our CSR’s receive competitive pay with a 6 month and 12 month review. Paid vacation is offered to all part-time employees working a minimum of 1000 hours per calendar year. We offer a free 24 hour exercise facility, 24 hour Learning Center, Credit Union, Direct Deposit, and more. Ask us how we help our employees build a career after college.

To apply, send your resume to 633 N. Orange Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32801, fax to 407-420-5766, or email to geves@orlandosentinel.com

Stop by our booth at the STATEWIDE JOB FAIR May 12th
For Sale

- 1991 Dodge Shadow
- Best Offer
- Excellent condition
- 1,000 miles
- $380.00

Involves framing, stretching canvas, shipping, local stores. Approximately 2-3 plus.

Photographer/Artist's Assistant - Experience w/ copy-work with 4 x 5 camera

Earn easy, extra money! Author needs word of interest to: Merchandising Mgr., SR

Merchandiser for Orlando CF/E. Colonial

Calling for an entrepreneurial undergrad to run photography for first chapter of new mystery

Marketing Assistant. Good communication skills, accounting and computer

only. For part-time, same photography

We're looking for an energetic, personable, and reliable receptionist for our busy Medical

Wanted: Female, non-smoking student to take care of two children in my home this summer.

Babysitter needed for 2 boys after school

Roommates

For Rent

Apartment for Rent - Two Weekdays Walk to UCF, down 1-000 square feet, 2 bath

Pet-friendly, garage kept, all maintenance records, $325.00, Call 254-9936.

Two Rooms for Rent - NR natural, female

Full-time position available. For part-time, call Shannon at 734-5782.

Photographic Artist's Assistant - Part-time or full-time position available. For part-time,

Experience with copy-work with 4 x 5 camera desired. For full-time, some photographic

Ashton's Assistant, Full-time position

Experience with copy-work with 4 x 5 camera

Louise's Models - Current Casting Opportunities

available at MARKETING-ACTIVITIES

Location: Central Florida

Wanted: Female, non-smoking student to take care of two children in my home this summer.

Equal pay, good pay, must have working transportation, Conni Sherman, 399-4390.

Full-time Receptionist/Back Office Manager - Befoiler's degree

National Greeting Card Co. seeks

for an interview.

Based in Central Florida. open to

Bartend!

Rooms Available

A bundle of Jove, hugs and kisses awaits your precious newborn! We can provide a secure,

and do some heavy lifting and outdoor work. Requires communication with customers.

Please call patrick@jobwarehouse.com

Active caller? What's up? Need a

A perfect addition to your home.

Karen Moore

Lobbyist needed for 2 weeks after school

in Altamonte Springs

Call 333-1785 or e-mail

Happy Hour

30 WEST BROADWAY
(407) 365-3113

ALAFAYA SQUARE
(407) 1625

Gift Certificate

On your next $10.00 Dry Cleaning order.

This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order.

Central Florida Future • 10

Please contact us by one of the methods below for detailed pricing information.

PHONE: 407-977-1009

FAX: 407-977-0019

EMAIL: sales@UCFfuture.com

MAIL: Knight Publishing

120 Alexandra Blvd. Suite 17

Oviedo, FL 32765

Or, place your classified ad free on our website! WWW.UCFfuture.com

Central Florida CAREERS

Feeling Hungry? ... Check Us Out!!!

$3.00 Large

Cheese Pizza

(w/ Valid Student ID)

$1.50 MOLSONS ALWAYS

$2.99

Pitches of Beer

After 5:00pm

Saturdays & Sundays

All Day & Night

12269 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 • 407.282.0505

$7.50 Large

Cheese Pizza
NATION

Weekly police blotter

WILL LEE
COLLEGE PRESS EXCHANGE

PISCATAWAY, N.J. - Eight students at Rutgers University who said they were shooting a film on campus - wearing black trenchcoats and carrying B.B. guns, rifles and paintball guns as props - recently were arrested on weapons and terrorism charges.

The students, arrested on the university's Busch campus, said they didn't intend to recreate the April 20 massacre at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colo., in which two student gunmen attacked their school with bombs and assault weapons. They said they were merely trying to film a scene for a movie that one of the students said he had been working on for more than a month. While details of the film's scene were not released, one of the students was carrying a handheld video camera when police showed up to investigate.

A school spokesman said the students used "extremely bad judgment" but appeared to be sincerely apologetic and troubled that their actions might be interpreted as disrespect for the victims of the Littleton shootings.

The students were apprehended around 1:45 a.m. on April 30, after another student spied them running in and around a dormitory. The students were each charged with making terroristic threats, possessing a weapon and possessing a weapon on institutional property. A judge set bail at $500 for two students who were not in possession of any weapons. The judge set bail at $7,500 for the other six students.

MORGANTOWN, W. Va. - Six students at West Virginia University have been charged with beating a fraternity pledge and also are at the center of a campuswide investigation that could lead to disciplinary action or expulsion.

Morgantown police said warrants were issued to seven men, including one alumnus, for allegedly hazing a Phi Beta Sigma pledge. School officials said three pledges were involved in the February hazing but that only one has pressed criminal charges.

Phi Beta Sigma, which does not have a chapter house, agreed last month to abandon its national organization. National fraternity officials said a final vote on the proposed sanctions will be taken during Phi Beta Sigma's national conference in July.

University officials are also investigating the alleged hazing, which is a violation of school policy that can lead to expulsion.

TUCSON, Ariz. - A student at the University of Arizona managed to elude an attacker by kicking him in the groin.

According to the Wildcat, the young woman was unlocking a door to her car when an unidentified man grabbed her by the neck and waist and tried to drag her away from the scene.

The woman told police she slipped out of her Mickey Mouse sweatshirt as the man was dragging her and kicked him in the groin. As the man writhed in pain, the woman ran away.

Police are still looking for suspects in connection with the April 29 incident.

CONWAY, Ark. - Campus police at the University of Arkansas arrested a student who they said had an explosive device in his dormitory room.

Scott Linnell was charged with criminal use of a prohibited weapon. According to the Arkansas Traveler, police found out about the explosive device after receiving a call from the mother of Linnell's roommate, who said that her son was concerned about the device.

Investigators searching Linnell's room said they found two CO2 cylinders, much like those used for B.B. guns, filled with gunpowder. Before removing the device, they evacuated three floors of the dormitory.

Prosecutors handling the case told the Traveler that they believe the device was constructed solely for recreational purposes.

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - A thief failed to make a clean getaway after taking a laptop computer from a Yale University student's dorm room and getting hung up by an electronic gate securing the area.

According to the Yale Daily News, a man strolled into an empty suite and snatched the laptop from a student's desk. A woman returning to her room saw the strange man leaving it and noticed right away that he was carrying her roommate's computer. The woman yelled outside for help and grabbed the attention of several students.

The thief couldn't get through an electronic gate securing the area, a hang-up that allowed students involved in the April 27 incident to get a good look at his face.

"I couldn't have imagined that someone robbing Yale students could be such an idiot that he didn't know how to get out of the place he was robbing," said Anastasia Titaruch, a student who grabbed the laptop from the thief before he escaped.

Your On-Campus Source

- We stock ALL textbooks
- We guarantee the lowest textbook prices
- We carry over 30,000 titles of general reading books
- We will special order any book in print
- We carry all of your classroom school supplies
- We offer computer software at academic prices
- We have a full-service cafe featuring Starbucks

Summer Rush Hours
(May 10th - May 21st)
Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 7:00
Friday 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday May 15th 10:00 - 2:00
Shedden triumphs as UCF performs well in USF Meet

Ten runners from the University of Central Florida women's track and field team competed at the USF Raging Bulls Twilight Meet on Saturday, May 1.

Freshman runner Sonja Shedden had the top performance for UCF, winning the 5,000 meter run in a time of 17:45.11. Other teams competing were the University of South Florida, North Florida, Bethune-Cookman, Jacksonville, Florida International, and the Florida Community College at Jacksonville.

GeAnn Rivera placed second in the 5,000 with a time of 18:51.01 and Jennifer Mackey placed sixth in the other distance run, the 2000 meter, with a time of 5:00.54. Takeira McCleve placed in two events, the 100 meter high hurdles and the 400 meter low hurdles. She placed fourth in the 100 meter high hurdles with a time of 14.81 and she placed sixth in the 400 meter low hurdles with a time of 1:08.81. Yvette Ash also competed in the 400 meter low hurdles but was disqualified due to a false start.

Valerie Beaubrun finished second in the 800 meter dash with a time of 2:13.68 while Breanie Harrington placed seventh in the 1,500 meter run (4:50.41) and Dashikia Ruffin placed fifth in the 400 meter dash with a time of 1:00.36. Natasha Samuels placed eighth in the 200 meter dash with a time of 26:14.9 and Regan Gwalt placed fourth in the pole vault with a jump of 5'10.56. Gwalt was the only member of the UCF track and field team to compete in the field events.

UCF will send Shedden and Harrington to compete at the UNC Twilight on Sunday, May 9. Shedden will be a time of 30 RBIs in home runs in a time of 1:00.36. Natausha Gotwalt placed fourth in the pole vault with a jump of 8'6.56. Gwalt was the only member of the UCF track and field team to compete in the field events.

The Florida Panthers posted a 5-2 victory against the Florida Atlantic on May 1 with a record of 72 RBIs set by Jose Soto in 1987. Brisson has returned to the top 10 in home runs and is only 59 RBIs.

Baseball Notebook

Bumps and bruises
Catcher Brent Spooner played against Mercer with a broken finger, but second baseman Tim Booth and outfielder Ivan Trujillo reinjured themselves and will most likely be kept out of action in the final four games of the regular season. Booth suffered a wrist injury against Florida Atlantic on May 1, but returned to play only to hurt it again at Mercer. Trujillo severely sprained his ankle while sliding into a base.

Arnold earns TAAC's weekly award
Jason Arnold earned TAAC Pitcher of the Week honors for his performance against Florida Atlantic on May 2. Arnold, who had struggled over his previous six appearances, came in to the final game of the FAU series and shut them down. Trailing 4-3, Arnold threw 5.1 innings with four strikeouts. He allowed only three hits and no runs as UCF came back for a 5-4 victory against the eighth-ranked Owls.

Pursuit of school records continue
First baseman Dustin Brisson and left fielder Matt Bowser are still in search of rewriting the UCF record book. They are in search of the home runs record of 15 set by Gregg Pacitti in 1997 and the record of 72 RBIs set by Jose Soto in 1987. Brisson has returned to the top 10 in home runs and RBIs.

Since tying the record, however, Brisson has failed to homer in the past nine games after hitting his 15th on April 20 against South Florida. Bowser hit his 13th on April 18 against Stetson, but has not homered in 11 games.

Brisson, a junior, and Bowser, a sophomore, are also steadily climbing into the top 10 in home runs and RBIs for their careers. Brisson is third with 30 home runs and 59 RBIs. Bowser has already risen to fourth with 26 home runs and is only 30 RBIs shy of 100 in only two seasons.

—TRAVIS BELL

Orlando's Guaranteed Lowest Contact Lens Prices Include The Eye Exam!!

Contact lenses and eye exams are provided by Independent Doctors of Optometry located at:

PEARLE VISION™

Contact lenses and eye exams are provided by Independent Doctors of Optometry located at:

DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
ONE YEAR SUPPLY
INCLUDES EYE EXAM!
$119.95
FREE TRIAL PAIR
COUPON CODE: FOCUS MONTHLY AFTER $50 INFO REBATE SEE STORE FOR DETAILS, EXPIRES 5/26/99

2 BOXES! DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
INCLUDES EYE EXAM!
$79.95
FREE TRIAL PAIR
BAUSH & LOMB OPTIMA FW

SOFT CONTACTS
INCLUDES EYE EXAM!
$69.95
COOPER VISION SILVER 7 DAILY WEAR
EXPIRES 5/26/99

EYE EXAM
$29.95
EYEGLASS PRESCRIPTION ONLY
EXPIRES 5/26/99

DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
$18.95
PER BOX
WITH PURCHASE OF 4 BOXES OR MORE, MOST MAJOR BRANDS, CLEAR OR BIOFIL, EXPIRES 5/26/99

COLORED CONTACTS
INCLUDES EYE EXAM!
$99.95
NO FRESH LOOK ENHANCERS, COLORS, OR COLOR BLENDERS AFTER FREE TRIAL PAIR

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
834-9727
DR LARSON
600 E BOSTON AVE
& CORNER HWY. 436

FLORIDA MALL
436-2974
DR. NGUYEN
8001 S ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
NEAR ADAMS MARK-HOTEL

FASHION SQUARE
894-1559
DR. POTCHICK
3340 E COLONIAL DRIVE
NEXT TO RUBY TUESDAYS

OVIEDO MARKETPLACE
366-2240
DR. SANZIO
ACROSS FROM FOODLOCKER

Contact lenses and eye exams are provided by Independent Doctors of Optometry located at:

*No discounts or other coupons apply. Offer good only at participating location. Guaranteed to meet or beat local competitor price on same product. Certain restrictions apply. No exchanges on lenses after 10 days. Exam fees non-refundable. Please present coupon prior to eye exam. Pearle and Pearl Vision are trademarks of Pearle, Inc. ©1992 Pearle, Inc. The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment, for any other service, examination, or treatment which is performed as a result of and within twenty (20) hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee, or reduced service, examination, or treatment.
Winberg named TAAC player of the year, women’s trio also honored

**SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE**

David Winberg was named TAAC men’s player of the year, while three women’s players earned All-TAAC recognition in a vote of conference coaches.

Winberg, a senior from Jenkoping, Sweden, won a career-high 20 singles matches. He also won a career-best 16 doubles matches. He was especially strong against TAAC foes, winning five of six matches.

In two years at UCF, Winberg, a transfer from Arkansas-Little Rock, has won 36 singles matches and 30 in doubles.

Probably the biggest surprise of the balloting was that two-time TAAC Women’s Player of the Year Veronica Widyadharma did not earn a three-peat. Stetson’s Taryn Lynn went undefeated in singles matches during the spring and defeated Widyadharma in their only head-to-head meeting.

Widyadharma, who is ranked 5th in the nation currently, was named first team All-TAAC for the third straight season. She is 22-5 in singles and 21-3 in doubles.

Joyning Widyadharma on the first team is junior Gaelle Gouttefarde, who has an 18-9 singles record in her first season since transferring from South Alabama. She teamed with Widyadharma to post a 21-3 record in doubles.

Sophomore Ann-Jeanette Svantesson received honorable mention All-TAAC recognition.

**Berg invited to NCAA East Regional Championship**

**SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE**

UCF junior Line Berg shot a final-round 5-over-par 77 Saturday and finished tied for 47th at the NCAA East Regional at the University Club in Blythewood, S.C., falling short in her attempt to qualify for the NCAA Finals.

Berg received an individual invitation to the NCAA Regional Championship, held May 6-8 at the University Club in Blythewood, S.C. Under the coaching of Jill Pelzel, Berg led the Golden Knights throughout the season, finishing in the top 10 in six of nine tournaments. Her 1999-2000 season accomplishments include a tournament win at the Ryder/Florida Women’s Collegiate Tournament in Miami Lakes and three runner-up finishes, including one at the Trans America Athletic Conference Tournament two weeks ago. On a national level, Berg is ranked 48th according to Golfstat score versus par rating with a stroke average of 75.86.

Georgia won the NCAA team competition, while South Florida’s Kelly Lagedrost took home medalist honors.

The UCF women’s golf team last competed in the NCAA Regionals in 1996. By placing eighth, the team qualified and advanced to the NCAA Finals where it finished tied for 15th. Berg is the first UCF player since that time to receive an invitation to the NCAA Regional Championship.

Upon the completion of the East Regional Tournament, players will advance, eight teams and two individuals, to compete in the 1999 NCAA Championships in Tulsa, Okla. In order for Berg to qualify for the NCAA Finals, she must be one of the top two individuals among all the players not included within the team qualifiers.
Knights look to take advantage of GSU pitching

From Page 16

staff has struggled mightily. GSU's pitching staff has a 7.07 ERA, which ranks ninth in the TAAC, and their 108 errors have led to their opponents scoring an average of 8.14 runs per game.

Juniors Josh Perry and Brian Jones have provided the only solid pitching for the Panthers. Perry is 3-4 with a 4.86 ERA in 79.1 innings. Jones has a 4.91 ERA in 58.2 innings.

"They've got some talent, and they're capable of beating us," Bergman said. "We need to step up and play the way we are capable of playing."

UCF loses two of three at Mercer. The UCF baseball team suffered a major setback this weekend as it lost a doubleheader against Mercer in Macon, Georgia after winning the series opener. The losses dropped Georgia after winning the series opener. The losses dropped Mercer to 15-9 and came with nine strikeouts while allowing only one run. UCF cut the lead to 3-1 in the second, but Mercer scored one, three, and four runs in the fourth, fifth, and sixth innings, respectively, to cruise to the victory. UCF's only offense came on a home run by Gavillan.

"We've been very inconsistent over the past three weeks," Bergman said. "To move forward we're gonna have to put something together, but when it shuts down it just shuts down."
Former UCF star drafted by Miracle

Tony Mejia
SPORTS EDITOR

After nearly a decade of playing basketball in places including Turkey and Sicily, former UCF star Tari Phillips returns home as the first pick of the WNBA expansion Orlando Miracle.

Phillips, the eighth overall pick, played for UCF in 1990-91 after transferring from Georgia. She went on to enjoy a career playing overseas and in the now-defunct ABL.

She came back to Orlando after graduation in 1990-91 after transferring to UCF. "I was always wanted to play at home in front of my home fans," said Phillips, who also graduated from Edgewater High. "This is truly a dream come true. I hope to represent well.

"In some aspects it makes it easier to play at home, but it also draws more attention to you, so there is a lot of pressure. But being a part of Orlando's first professional women's basketball team has

Phillips eager for the season to start.

"From everything I've heard, I think the city will really come out and support us," Phillips said. "I want to bring as much as I can to the team and the community. I want to help produce the type of excitement that will have the fans coming out every night."

With the WNBA entering its third season, being an expansion team isn't too great of a disadvantage for the Miracle. Coach and General Manager Carolyn Peck, fresh off a national championship at Purdue, feels Phillips is the type of cornerstone her team can build around.

"She's a great player," Peck said. "When you look at who we drafted in the expansion draft, and there were a lot of perimeter players, it really was a blessing that she was available when we got her."

Phillips will bring experience and leadership to her new team. Besides thriving overseas, Phillips was the ABL all-star game MVP last season, representing the Colorado Aplacorn.

"It's been a learning experience. I got a couple of surprises, but that is part of growing up," Phillips said. "I've gotten better, stronger and I've even grown a little bit more. I was a late bloomer anyway. I learned how to play against some of the best foreign players in the world, and against some of America's elite."

Phillips was special in college, too. After transferring to UCF, the forward wasted no time setting school records. She scored a single-game record 45 points against Lamar, and also holds the single-game mark for rebounding, grabbing 23 against Texas-Pan American. Phillips holds the single-season records for highest scoring average (25.3) and rebounding average (12.4).

"A lot has changed since my UCF days," Phillips said. "I think that the university is growing, and as they grow they're developing players that are going to do well. Look at what happened with Daunte Culpepper. We've always had great athletes, but now we're getting to another level. I'm just proud to be able to represent them as well."

Bigger is Better!!

You Want It?

Indoor Fitness Center • Student Services Center • Free Local phone
• Free Internet access in each bedroom • Microwaves • Refrigerator
• Game Room • Media Lounge • Individual Lease • Car Wash Area

We've Got It!

Monitored Alarm Systems in each apartment • Swimming Pool
Basketball, Volleyball & Tennis Courts • Hot Tub • Cable
Full-Size Washer & Dryer • All Utilities Included* and more.....

All Inclusive Rent

*some restrictions apply

BRAND NEW!

2 Bedroom/ 2 Bath Apartment Homes

Guaranteed to be Ready before Fall Semester 1999

College Park
Knight's Court

2635 College Knight's Court
(1 mile south of UCF on Alafaya Trail)
(407) 384-6800
www.collegepark.org

EUROPE $189 o/w
ANYTIME IN 1999
Discount Fares Worldwide
800-326-2009 www.airhitch.org
(taxes additional)

Free email!
UCFFUTURE.COM

Get directions to anywhere!
UCFFUTURE.COM

STUDENT TRAVEL

London...............$552
Paris.................$571
Frankfurt..........$633
Athens.............$802
Amsterdam.......$681

All fares are round-trip, Tax not included, some restrictions apply.

541-2000
UNIVERSITY CENTRAL FLORIDA
Student Union, Pegasus Circle

www.statetravel.com

We've been there!
Knights close regular season with Panthers

**Travis Bell**

Just three weeks ago, UCF sat in second place in the Trans America Athletic Conference and was keying in on bolstering its portfolio for the NCAA Tournament Selection Committee. But a 2-7 record in the past three conference series has made a solid showing in the season-ending three-game series against Georgia State imperative if the Knights are even going to think NCAA Tournament.

UCF is trying to reach the 40-win mark, which in the past has been regarded as a benchmark for an NCAA regional bid. It is in 33-19 heading into the final four-game stretch of the season against Florida (see preview above) and Georgia State before the TAAC Tournament.

The Knights are currently in fourth place in the TAAC at 16-11, but are only one game ahead of Troy State, who holds the tie-breaker over UCF after winning two of three against the Knights.

Georgia State has its own agenda. The Panthers are battle for the sixth and final berth to the TAAC Tournament, to be held in Kissimmee’s Osceola County Stadium later this month. GSU is 13-14 and tied with Centenary heading into the final weekend of the regular season.

“We’ve got our work cut out for us,” Coach Jay Bergman said. “All I’m looking for is that we play well because we need to win some baseball games.”

GSU is hitting .306 as a team with 51 home runs and are averaging nearly seven runs per game. UCF must rely on solid pitching from David Rankin, Justin Pope, and Troy Satterfield to shut out the final four-game stretch of the season against Florida (see preview above) and Georgia State before the TAAC Tournament.

UCF, running out of chances to impress the NCAA selection committee, gets a golden opportunity to make a statement against Florida tonight at 7 p.m. in Gainesville.

The Golden Knights only 1-5 in games against nationally ranked teams this year, and despite the Gators, struggles this year, a win for UCF-ranked teams is critical for its hopes of an NCAA regional bid. Both the Knights and Gators have four games remaining before heading into conference tournament action. Florida has compiled a 31-22 overall record and a 13-15 mark in the Southeastern Conference.

“We have a good opportunity against Florida,” Coach Jay Bergman said. “But at this point it wouldn’t make a difference who we were playing. We just need to get out of the slump that we’re in.”

Mark Ellis and Greg Catalanotte lead the Gators on offense. Ellis is hitting .342 with 10 home runs and 39 RBIs. Catalanotte leads the team with 16 home runs and 48 RBIs and is hitting .330.

Florida, who has been in the College World Series and is an almost annual NCAA Tournament participant, provides UCF with an opportunity to record a win against a perennial national power. A win against Florida would be a tremendous benefit for the Knights.

UCF trails in the all-time series 15-10, but the Knights have beaten Florida in five of the last seven meetings, including a 19-11 victory in 1997.

“The win in 1997 came in a situation a lot like the one we’re in now,” Bergman said. “We were playing poorly, but we went up there and got the win.”
How to work a job fair

Job fairs are exciting and can be fun. The "open air market" atmosphere produces a relaxed environment where you can interact with employers and sharpen your interviewing skills without the anxiety associated with the closed door, one-on-one formal interview. For candidates who know how to "work" them, job fairs can be extremely beneficial; and in today's super-competitive job market, there is no more efficient way to promote your availability to employers.

Where else can you find such a concentration of potential employers in one place? Where else can you interact with hiring officials and company executives, identify available opportunities, collect company literature and business cards for future networking and possibly get a lead, application or an invitation for an interview? These events are good not only for the job seeker, but also for the employer. Where else can they see such a concentration of potential candidates in one place?

It is essential that you study the job market. Having an understanding of your field of interest can help you in approaching a job fair table even if you know nothing about that employer except the fact that they have a function for which you are qualified and are interested in performing.

As an example, if you are pursuing a career in retail management you should approach all employers at the fair that are in that field. In the 30 or so seconds that you have to make a positive and lasting first impression, approach with a firm handshake and introduce yourself. Demonstrate your enthusiasm through a quick, convincing, one-sentence statement about your intent to pursue a career in retail management and your desire to learn more about Company X's management training program.

You have to be able to hit the right button with that person, very quickly convincing them that you can be useful to that company. Now is when you present your resume with a smooth, confident motion.

Compare this approach to "What do you have to offer me?", which is what most job fair attendees say. Imagine if you will for a moment that you are an employer at a job fair lasting about six hours. Anywhere from 350 to 3,000 job candidates could stop at your display. That's about 50 to 150 per hour! Some candidates will demonstrate their initiative, job experience, training, enthusiasm, confidence and job search preparedness; however, others will present themselves passive and be guaranteed instant failure.

Listen very carefully to what the recruiter says. It is up to you to get what you want out of a job fair. If you want it to be more than just wandering from table to table with empty handshakes, you better plan a strategy and be prepared.

Meet with over 200 employers at the UCF Arena

Source: UCF Career Resource Center
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Campus to corporate transition not easy

If you tend to show up early for class, keep up with your assignments and put forth extra effort when less would do, you're not only a model student. Chances are, you'll also make a great employee. Most top-level executives look for qualities like initiative and efficiency in the people they hire and promote.

Because the world of college and the world of work are so different, however, many students have trouble moving from campus success to corporate success. Here are the primary qualities and strategies that can help make you a successful and valued employee.

Keep your personal life in order - Employers are usually sensitive to situations where employees are coping with difficult personal issues, such as relationship or martial problems or the illness or loss of a loved one. However they also expect employees to deal with these issues. If you find yourself in such a situation, deal with the issues as best you can, but don't let it help in addressing them. If you ignore your problems, they're likely to spill over into your work and detract from your job performance. That's not to say that an employer should evaluate your personal life, but employers can (and will) evaluate you on the way you perform your job as a result of your thoughts, feelings and attitudes.

Work smarter, harder, faster - Accountability is one of the traits that employers value most in employees. Or, as one executive observes, "You know what needs to be done, and be counted on to do it right and on time, without constant reminders or supervision." In the process, think of yourself as a consultant and continually look for ways that you can function more effectively.

Another practical strategy is to let people in management know that you're interested in doing more to benefit your organization and ask if they would consider mentorship. Learn the ropes from others who have already climbed them. They may be the same people who sit in on meetings about downsizing someday and they'll be more likely to go to bat for you than for someone they don't know well.

Demonstrate and document your value - Always remember that the #1 goal of a company or organization is to stay in business. With that in mind, find ways to reduce costs or generate revenue for your employer. At the same time, proceed cautiously with any time or money-saving suggestions. You don't want colleagues to think of you as a know-it-all who is intent on changing everything.

It is also important to document the work you do and when asked or whenever appropriate, to let your bosses know of your achievements. You don't have to get in anyone's face, but the people you report to should know how well you do your job. This strategy for maintaining a positive, visible presence goes hand in hand with cultivating allies and advocates in the workplace.

Welcome change - You cannot do a job well without adapting to change, whether it takes the form of new technology or added job responsibilities. While anger and fear are typical responses to change, optimism is the most appropriate one. Ironically, when people are worried about keeping their jobs, they are the most resistant to change. They adopt the exact opposite behavior of what companies are looking for in employees.

Commit to lifelong learning - One of the consequences of change is having to learn new skills to replace less effective work methods. But it also benefits you to continually expand and refine your abilities. Employers are more likely to retain employees who upgrade their skills over those who do not. Only knowledge - and the ability to apply it - provides this kind of leverage.

Look for leadership opportunities - Every employee, regardless of job title, should be willing and able to assume a leadership role, whenever the need arises. It's an ideal opportunity to demonstrate your ability and value to an organization.

Communicate openly and directly - Written, verbal and electronic skills are essential in every work environment. Knowing how to listen is equally important. The way you communicate is a reflection of how you perceive and perform your job.

As you prepare to enter the work force, think long and hard about how you can get, and do, a great job. Wherever you work, you will need to have exceptional qualities and skills to launch and advance your career.

Source: Ann Katz, Planning, Job Choice, 1990, National Association of Colleges and Employers
Interview crucial step in hiring process

You may receive a brief informal interview at the job fair, but you could also be scheduled for a more formal interview with a potential employer later. If this is the case, it helps to know what to expect. The typical interview will last 30 minutes, consisting of:

- five minutes - small talk
- fifteen minutes - a mutual discussion of your background and credentials as they relate to the needs of the employer
- five minutes - employer asks you for your questions
- five minutes - conclusion of Interview

Interviewing skills are crucial to job seekers because prospective employers base employment decisions largely on information and impressions obtained during interviews. The interview is the most significant criteria in making hiring decisions.

Before the hello - The typical interview starts before you even get into the inner sanctum. The recruiter begins to evaluate you the minute you are identified. You are expected to shake the recruiter's hand upon being introduced. Don't be afraid to extend your hand first. However, if you feel the interview has reached its conclusion, you can stand up first.

Small talk - Many recruiters will begin the interview with some small talk. Topics may range from the weather to sports and will rarely focus on anything that brings out your skills. Nonetheless, you are still being evaluated.

Recruiter has the floor - The main part of the interview starts when the recruiter begins discussing the organization. If the recruiter uses vague generalities about the positions and you want more specific information, ask questions. Be sure you have a clear understanding of the job and the company.

As the interview turns to talk about your qualifications, be prepared to deal with aspects of your background that could be construed as negative, such as a low grade point average, no participation in outside activities, or no related work experience. It is up to you to convince the recruiter that although these points appear negative, positive attributes can be found in them. It is also likely you will be asked questions to determine your direction and motivation, for instance, why you chose the major you did or what your career goals are.

Your turn for questions - When the recruiter asks, "Now do you have any questions?" it's important to have a few ready. Ask intelligent, well-thought-out questions to show the employer you are serious about the organization and that you have done your homework. Questions should always elicit positive responses from the employer.

The end counts - The interview isn't over until you walk out the door. It is important to always remain enthusiastic and courteous. Often the conclusion of the interview is indicated when the recruiter stands up. However, if you feel the interview has reached its conclusion, you can stand up first.

Shake the recruiters hand and thank him or her for considering you. Being forthright is a quality that most employers will respect, indicating that you feel you have presented your case and the decision is now up to them.

Expect the unexpected - During the interview, you may be asked some unusual questions. Don't be too surprised. Many times, questions are asked simply to see how you react.

For example, surprise questions could range from, "Tell me a joke" to "What time period would you like to have lived in?" Your reaction time and the response you give will be evaluated by the employer, but there's no way you can anticipate questions like these. While these questions are not always used, they are intended to force you to react under some stress and pressure. The best advice is to think and give a natural response.

Source: "The Interview," UCF Career Resource Center

---

If hospitality is your game, then Bristol's the name...

- Bristol Hotels & Resorts operates over 120 hotels in 27 states, Washington D.C. and Canada
- Our 33,000 rooms are in 19 of the top 25 lodging markets in North America
- We are the largest independent hotel operating company in North America – and we're growing!
- Bristol operates over 100 Holiday Inn franchise products, including Crowne Plazas, Holiday Inn Selects and Holiday Inns. We are the largest Holiday Inn franchisee in North America

If you are:

Enthusiastic, serious about hospitality, incredibly friendly and willing to learn

and...

If you like what we offer...

Opportunity for growth, pay for performance, excellent benefits, bonuses, paid sabbatical, employee rates at hotels WORLDWIDE...and much, much more!!!

...then we may be the perfect match

Stop by our booth at the Statewide Job Fair on May 12. We'd love to meet you and give you the chance to get to know us a little better. You can also visit our website at www.bristolhotels.com
Career Resources is employment central for students, alumni

The UCF Career Resource Center (CRC) offers numerous employment-related services in addition to sponsoring job fairs. Here's an overview:

Career Planning Mini-Courses
Career planning mini-courses are designed to help students get a head start in making the right career choices and to provide valuable information, skills training and resources to enhance career development. Several of these 50-minute courses are offered throughout each semester and are free to UCF students and alumni. A monthly schedule and sign-up sheet are provided at the Student Services Counter in the CRC and can also be accessed through the CRC website at www.crc.ucf.edu.

The following courses are offered:
- Orientation to CRC Services, Resume 101, Interviewing Techniques, Job Search Strategies, and Federal Employment

Career Advising
Career Advisors are available by appointment to provide specific information and advice on major/career connections, resume and cover letter critiques, mock interviews, choosing and targeting employers, job search strategies and other career-related issues. Appointments generally last 15 minutes and may be scheduled through the Student Services Counter in the CRC. It is recommended to attend the related mini-class before making an appointment.

For issues that require immediate assistance of that can be handled without an appointment, a C.O.D. or "Counselor on Duty" is on-hand to meet with students on a "walk-in" basis. These sessions typically last only 10 - 15 minutes and are intended for quick resume critiques, questions regarding the G.O.D. system, etc.

Mission
The Career Resource Center (CRC) is a department of the Academic Development and Retention Unit within the Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services at the University of Central Florida. The CRC provides career-related services for enrolled students and graduates of UCF. The office is located in the Student Resource Center Complex. Hours of operation are 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. during the regular business week (Monday - Friday). Extended hours are available Monday and Thursday evenings until 7:00 p.m., excluding holidays and semester breaks when classes are not in session.

Career Information Library
The Career Information Library in the Career Resource Center offers a variety of resources to assist students with career planning and job search activities. The "Business and Industry" section contains information and promotional literature from more than 650 companies. This includes companies currently interviewing on-campus as well as other organizations, both local and national, which recruit frequently. Other sections provide information on City, County, State and Federal Government agencies as well as various school districts throughout Florida and the United States. In addition, students interested in furthering their education can find information in graduate, law and professional school programs.

The Career Information Library also contains a video resource section. Many companies provide videos as a way to familiarize potential employees with the history of their organizations, training programs, benefits packages, etc. This section also includes a series of tapes on topics such as job search strategies, writing resumes, interviewing skills and negotiating salaries to help students with various aspects of the employment process.

Job Data Bank
The Career Resource Center receives tens of thousands of job advertisements each year from employers through the mail and by fax. These listings are categorized by occupational area and posted for two weeks in the Career Information Library.

We're about to DOUBLE in size.
Imagine what that could mean for your career.

Sure, we're already an established international market leader. But we have even bigger things on our minds. We're RPS, Inc., and we're preparing to double the size of our company — and our career opportunities. Are you ready?

OPERATIONS SUPERVISORS
We're seeking qualified professionals who possess a BS/BA and at least 1-5 years of experience as a front-line supervisor, ideally in the transportation industry. Excellent supervisory and communication skills are essential.

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
$8.50 - $9.00/hr to start with $.50 raise after 30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 180 days, 1 year and 2 years. TUITION ASSISTANCE.

We offer competitive wages plus a full benefit program. Qualified candidates should send/fax their resumes to:

RPS, Inc.
3000 Directors Row
Orlando, FL 32809

phone (407) 851-3212
fax (407) 438-7925

RPS
An FDX Company
EOE/AA

continued on next page
Delta Orlando Resort
Seeking all hospitality positions, including:
- Front Desk Agents
- Reservation Agents
- Bell Stand
- Restaurant Servers
- Cooks

Delta Orlando Resort is located across from Universal Studios. Great benefits include:
- Pay increases after 90 days, full insurance coverage, free meals, employee referral program
- And much more...

Please stop by and see us at the May 12th Job Fair or apply at 5715 Major Blvd, Orlando 32819 Fax: 407-370-0921

EOE - Drug Free Workplace

We want you!
- Graphic Artists
- Creative Writers
- Computer Programmers

Are you motivated to succeed?
We offer a fun and results-oriented atmosphere for team players with a desire to be the best.

Positive attitude a must!
Look for our booth at the job fair May 12
Engineering & Technical Section
OR fax us your resume at the phone number below.
No phone calls please.
1-800-ROSES USA, INC.
Casselberry, Florida
Fax: (407) 834-1615

American Buildings Company
"American Buildings Company Named Among Nation's Best by Forbes magazine" - Metal Construction News

American Buildings Company, a public company (NASDAQ Amlidge: ABCO) with headquarters in Eufaula, AL, is a diversified domestic and international manufacturer of metal building and roofing systems and related products for the construction industry. At American Buildings, we offer competitive salaries and benefits.

Programmers/Analysts:
C++ programming utilizing object oriented methodologies
Design Engineers
Civil Engineers with structural design experience
Senior Staff Engineer:
Civil Engineer with P.E. and structural experience
CAD Drafting Technicians:
Experienced with AutoCad Release 13 and higher

Please visit our booth and talk to our hiring representatives.
If you can't visit with us, send your resume to:
J. Wayne Spitzer, Director of Human Resources
American Buildings Company
1150 State Docks Road,
Eufaula, AL 36027
Fax (334) 687-0926

Please visit our website at www.americanbuildings.com

American Buildings Company Named Among Nation's Best by Forbes magazine

-from previous page-

Occupational categories for full-time opportunities include: Business & Industry, City, County, State, Federal Government, Education, International, Health Care, Media, Hospitality and others. Separate sections for Internships, Part-time jobs and Summer jobs are also included. Each listing contains the employer's contact information. The Job Data Bank is available during the CRC's normal business hours.

KnightLink 24-Hour Jobline (407)832-6200
KnightLink is a 24-hour job hot line available to UCF students for free! The KnightLink system is protected by a password, which is provided by the CRC only to UCF students and alumni. Once the system is accessed, users can view employers describing both part-time and full-time job opportunities in specific occupational areas. Employers pay a nominal fee to advertise positions for three weeks.

Since the CRC began using KnightLink in 1994, thousands of UCF students and grads have used this system as an easy way to find jobs.

Go for the G.O.L.D. with the grads On-Line Database!
UCF students and alumni up to one year after graduation can access the Grads On-Line Database fee of charge to register for on-campus recruitment and resume referrals. Using the G.O.L.D. system, you can post your resume for use by employers, view current job listings, track your resume referral history and even schedule on-campus interviews from anywhere you have internet access! To register, visit the CRC website and select G.O.L.D. Student Login or Alumni Login. Alumni more than one year after graduation may access the system for a nominal fee; please visit our website for a current fee schedule.

From the Director

Dear Student:

The world of work is continuously changing and you need to manage your career effectively in order to succeed. Today's employment market is exciting. Prepare yourself well.

Accumulate as many skills as you can — especially in areas such as technology, critical thinking and problem solving. Employers now expect positive attitudes toward "continuous learning" and yes, relocation is a fact of life in a global economy.

The Career Resource Center can help you with career planning throughout your education at UCF. We have a variety of programs and services available for you before and after graduation. The 1998-1999 Career Services Manual describes these services, offers information on career issues and identifies important dates for career fairs and graduate law and professional school recruitment days.

Please visit the CRC's website at http://www.crc.ucf.edu. With links to on-line job listings and other career-related sites, the CRC homepage is a valuable resource for career and job search information.

Also available through our website is the CRC's new on-line resume database and interview scheduling system. The Grads On-Line Database or G.O.L.D. system, gives both students and employers the convenience of registering for on-campus interviews and resume referral services from any computer with internet access. Another benefit of the G.O.L.D. system is that it is free to current UCF students.

The Career Resource Center is here to assist you. Please let us know what you think and more importantly, go for the G.O.L.D. and get registered with the CRC as soon as possible!

Best wishes. Let's go Knights!

James W. Gracey, Director
Career Resource Center
Lockheed Martin. You know us for our hardware. Legendary spacecraft, aerospace advancements and all the rest. But that is only a glimpse of our total picture. While we continue to be among the world's largest providers of public sector systems engineering and integration, almost half of our high-technology business today is commercial in character.

Join a company that is mastering new climates of change... increasing productivity and performance... and pioneering bold ideas and systems across a wide technological landscape that includes:

**Software & Processors**
- Development expertise such as our Requirements Management System, a global distributed system with thousands of users and millions of lines of code.

**Systems Architecture & Integration**
- Everything from commercial and business systems to launch systems for Titan rockets, submarines and fighter aircraft.

**Advanced Concepts**
- Never-before-seen frontiers in Object-Oriented technologies represented only a fraction of our pursuits in this area. Where can we take your wildest imagination?

**Analysis, Simulation & Modeling**
- Tools that enable the designs of ships, aircraft, spacecraft and land vehicles to be viewed in virtual reality and reconfigured in a matter of minutes instead of days.

**Opportunities exist nationwide for graduates from Florida Colleges & Universities:**


**Come see us!**

11th Annual State of Florida Career Fair, University of Central Florida Arena
Wednesday, May 12, 10am - 3pm
Or to send your resume, visit us at www.linfox.com/careers

Equal Opportunity Employer

---

Eleventh Annual Statewide Job Fair
May 12, 1999
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Lockheed Martin. You know us for our hardware. Legendary spacecraft, aerospace advancements and all the rest. But that is only a glimpse of our total picture. While we continue to be among the world's largest providers of public sector systems engineering and integration, almost half of our high-technology business today is commercial in character.

Join a company that is mastering new climates of change... increasing productivity and performance... and pioneering bold ideas and systems across a wide technological landscape that includes:

**Software & Processors**
- Development expertise such as our Requirements Management System, a global distributed system with thousands of users and millions of lines of code.

**Systems Architecture & Integration**
- Everything from commercial and business systems to launch systems for Titan rockets, submarines and fighter aircraft.

**Advanced Concepts**
- Never-before-seen frontiers in Object-Oriented technologies represented only a fraction of our pursuits in this area. Where can we take your wildest imagination?

**Analysis, Simulation & Modeling**
- Tools that enable the designs of ships, aircraft, spacecraft and land vehicles to be viewed in virtual reality and reconfigured in a matter of minutes instead of days.

**Opportunities exist nationwide for graduates from Florida Colleges & Universities:**


**Come see us!**

11th Annual State of Florida Career Fair, University of Central Florida Arena
Wednesday, May 12, 10am - 3pm
Or to send your resume, visit us at www.linfox.com/careers

Equal Opportunity Employer
## Who Hires Technical Graduates?

### Top 10 employers looking for technical degrees

1. Electrical/electronics
2. Consulting
3. Aerospace
4. Computers and business equipment
5. Engineering/surveying
6. Computer software/data processing
7. Automotive/mechanical
8. Petroleum
9. Building materials and construction
10. Chemical/allied products

Source: NACE Salary Survey. Data are reported job offers, not acceptances. Data are for bachelor's degree graduates. Employers are ranked by percentage of offers with those listed first providing the largest percentage.

## Who Hires Non-Tech Graduates?

### Top 10 employers looking for non-technical degrees

1. Public Accounting
2. Merchandising
3. Consulting
4. Education
5. Banking (commercial)
6. Insurance
7. Communication services
8. Computer software/data processing
9. Transportation
10. Hospitality

Source: NACE Salary Survey. Data are reported job offers, not acceptances. Data are for bachelor's degree graduates. Employers are ranked by percentage of offers, with those listed first providing the largest percentage.

---

### Choice Hotels

**In A League Of Its Own!**

When it comes to posting impressive numbers season after season, few hospitality teams are in the same league as Choice Hotels International!

- #1 Rated Franchiser in the Lodging Industry
- Representing Nearly 4,400 hotels in 34 Countries

In order to continue our winning ways, we are always on the lookout for new talent. If you're a team player with big-league customer service skills, we invite you to **VISIT OUR BOOTH** to find out more about exciting career opportunities in a number of areas including:

- Marketing
- Hospitality
- Business Planning
- Internships

Choice Hotels recognizes your valuable contribution by offering an attractive compensation and benefits package as well as outstanding growth potential in a challenging work environment.

**Choice Hotels International**
Attn: Human Resources
10750 Columbia Pike
Silver Spring, MD 20901
Fax: (301) 592-6161

We value diversity in the workplace. All qualified candidates are encouraged to apply.

---

### Hertz Equipment Rental

**BUILD SUCCESS**

Hertz Equipment Rental Corporation, an industry leader in the rental of construction equipment, is seeking qualified **ENTRY LEVEL** candidates for Sales Coordinator positions.

Complete training is offered in all aspects of business operations with excellent opportunity for advancement into outside SALES and/or MANAGEMENT positions.

Qualified candidates will possess a bachelor’s degree and an aggressive drive for professional and personal growth. Experience in sales and/or the construction industry are a plus, but not necessary.

Hertz offers a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package. For immediate consideration, stop by the Hertz Equipment Rental booth at the Career Fair and sign up for an on-campus interview at the Career Center. Also, you may fax (813)287-0627 or mail your resume to **Attn: HR Department, Hertz EQUIPMENT RENTAL CORPORATION, 5201 West Kennedy Blvd. Ste. 715, Tampa, FL 33609**.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Your Degree of Difference

As a premier leader in the restaurant industry, our ongoing success has allowed us to satisfy customers and employees for over 60 years. Become part of a team that's going places.

INTERNSHIPS & CO-OPS AVAILABLE

With graduation just around the corner, we want to help you prepare for your future while you gain a valuable education. By taking part in either our Internship or Co-op Programs, you can gain valuable skills while working on your college degree.

MANAGERS

We’re seeking energetic, people-oriented individuals with excellent communication and leadership skills to begin successful, rewarding careers with a restaurant industry leader. What we can offer you will leave you trembling with excitement: Competitive Salaries & Benefits, Quarterly Bonus Incentive Plan, Employee Stock Purchase Plan, Superior Training Program, Profit Sharing, Paid Vacation, and 5 Day Work Weeks.

**We're seeking energetic, people-oriented individuals with excellent communication and leadership skills to begin successful, rewarding careers with a restaurant industry leader. What we can offer you will leave you trembling with excitement: Competitive Salaries & Benefits, Quarterly Bonus Incentive Plan, Employee Stock Purchase Plan, Superior Training Program, Profit Sharing, Paid Vacation, and 5 Day Work Weeks.**

Steak n Shake—join us at the top! If you can’t make it to the job fair and you want to experience the excellence of an industry leader, please forward your resume to:

Steak n Shake, Attn: Human Resources Manager, 455 Douglas Ave, Suite 1755, Altamonte Springs, FL 32714. Fax: 407-788-9250. Website: www.steaknshake.com A Consolidated Products Company (NYSE symbol COP). We are an equal opportunity employer committed to a diverse workforce.

HARD WORK AND SOFT SAND.
WHAT AN AMAZING SYNERGY THEY CREATE IN SARASOTA, FLORIDA!

Arthur Andersen, LLP, is a leading, global multidisciplinary professional services organization. Arthur Andersen’s worldwide technology headquarters in Sarasota, Florida, combines business knowledge and computer experience to create cutting-edge tax and business software, and technology solutions for the firm, its clients and external market segments it services.

Outstanding opportunities are available in Application Development, Technical Support and Technical Writing for candidates with Accounting, Computer-oriented or Technical Writing degrees. Experience with any of the following is a plus: tax preparation or accounting software, Visual Basic, MS Visual C++, MS SQL Server, RoboHelp, MS Office or Windows NT.

In addition to personal and professional growth, we offer a competitive salary and excellent benefits package. To apply, please send or fax your resume to: Arthur Andersen Technology Solutions, 2003 Fruitville Road, Sarasota, FL 34237. Fax: 341-373-2199. E-mail: aats-resumes@us.arthurandersen.com - Arthur Andersen is an Equal Opportunity Employer. For more information, visit our website at www.arthurandersen.com.

**Do They Want?**

No matter what qualifications you possess, no matter how stellar your GPA, there are some skills that can make or break your candidacy. The charts below show how employers rank specific skills and personal characteristics (notice the overlap). Increasingly in today’s workplace, employees work together to complete projects successfully. Many of the skills and characteristics relate to how employees work, indicating the importance employers place on work style.

Your ability to demonstrate to an employer that you have these qualities and skills is just as important as actually possessing them. In some cases, you’ll be able to point to specific activities or course work. You’ll want to make use of such information on your resume and in the interview. And remember — the interview is a showcase of your interpersonal and oral communication skills, so be prepared!

**Desired Skills Employers Seek**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal skills</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork skills</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical skills</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral communication skills</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer skills</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written communication skills</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership skills</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work experience</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internship experience</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-op experience</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top 10 Personal Characteristics Employers Seek in Job Candidates**

1. Honesty/integrity
2. Motivation/initiative
3. Communication skills
4. Self-confidence
5. Flexibility
6. Interpersonal skills
7. Strong work ethic
8. Teamwork skills
9. Leadership skills
10. Enthusiasm

Source: Job Outlook '98, National Association of Colleges and Employers, Boudreau, Pa.
COMMUNICATIONS

1. Merchandising
2. Communication services
3. Advertising
4. Consulting services
5. Transportation

Nearly one in two offers to communications majors came from these five employers. Grads in this discipline were most likely to find sales, management trainee, customer service, and public relations positions.

HISTORY

1. Education
2. Merchandising
3. Consulting services
4. Hospitality
5. Legal services

These employers accounted for more than half of the job offers reported for history majors. In addition to teaching jobs, top jobs for history grads included sales, management trainee, consultant, and customer service.

ENGLISH

1. Education
2. Publishing
3. Merchandising
4. Communication services
5. Consulting services

Grads in this discipline got more than half of their offers from these five employers. Besides teaching jobs, grads were most likely to find writing/editing, management trainee, sales, and customer service positions.

POLITICAL SCIENCE/GOVERNMENT

1. Consulting services
2. Merchandising
3. Local/State government
4. Finance
5. Federal government

About half of the offers reported for this discipline came from these employers. Management trainee, sales, consulting, and financial/treasury analysis jobs were among the positions.

PSYCHOLOGY

1. Education
2. Social services
3. Health services
4. Merchandising
5. Insurance

Forty-seven percent of the offers reported for psych majors came from these employers. Positions included sales, management trainee, counseling, social work, and customer service.

Source: NAUSE Salary Survey. Data are for bachelor’s degree graduates. Employers are ranked by percentage of offers, with those listed first providing the largest percentage.
Step Into Your Future: Climb the Rock®

When you join forces with Prudential, one of America’s largest providers of insurance and financial services, you have a multi-billion dollar corporation behind you. You get sales training and support provided by a Fortune 500 company and the opportunity for excellent earnings growth.

Climb The Rock® and you’ll also enjoy:
- Flexibility
- Independence
- Respected company image
- Opportunity for advancement
- Leading-edge products
- National advertising support

Prudential
Tom Shiel
6767 Wickham Rd. Suite 111
Melbourne, FL 32940
407-253-1436
Fax 407-253-0926

Prudential
Dwight Dykstra
3200 Hiawassee Rd.
Orlando, FL 32835
407-292-4811
Fax 407-294-8172

Equal Opportunity Employer

The Prudential Insurance Company of America, 751 Broad Street, Newark, NJ 07102
IFS-19990416-4-A087892

ENTRY-LEVEL MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

YOU’VE BEEN RAZZED FOR BEING SO ENERGETIC.

AROUND HERE, YOU’LL GET PROMOTED FOR IT.

Let’s get right to the point. You’re looking for a career that puts your brainpower to work. One that gives you the freedom to make important decisions and the authority to make them fly. And you want an opportunity that makes the most of every talent you possess. One that financially rewards you for your contributions—not your tenure. Well guess what? You’ve just found it. Enterprise Rent-A-Car has entry-level management opportunities that give you the freedom to make critical decisions, join in and have hands-on involvement in every aspect of business management—from sales and marketing to customer service and administration. This growth opportunity offers a competitive salary and benefits package.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car has just been named one of FORTUNE® magazine’s 100 best companies to work for in America!

Use Your Head. Join Enterprise.

For more information, please call Christine Todd at: (407) 670-1744, ext. 201
Or send Fax/Email resume to:
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: Recruiting Supervisor
130 University Park Drive, Suite 235
Winter Park, FL 32792
Fax: (407) 670-1733
E-mail: ctodd@erac.com

Please see us at the Florida Statewide Job Fair!
Wednesday, May 12, 1999 from 10am-3pm at the UCF Arena
Visit our Web site at: www.erac.com

We are an equal opportunity employer.
SGA is now accepting applications for various positions!

We are looking for dependable, innovative, motivated, and dedicated individuals, who are willing to become part of the SGA family. You will be overworked and underpaid, but you will also gain immeasurable experience serving the student body. These positions are demanding and often frustrating but always satisfying and exciting. To pick up your application for "Setting Higher Standards," or for more information, stop by the Student Government office, Student Union, Room 214 or call 823-2191.